
 

 

 
 

 

Do you want to play a major role in bTV Media Group’s Productions? 

…Then take this exciting opportunity -  

We are looking for an experienced, focused and enthusiastic person to join us as a: 

Casting Director/ Talent Manager  
 
The main challenges for this position: 
 
Creation of strategy, process and realization of recruitment and selection process of all talents in line 
with bTV needs. Semi responsibility for coordination of creating conception and programs in 
association with schools of all grade. Identification (scouting) of talents. Creation of strategy, process 
and realization of talent development with objective to ensure enough resources needed for 
different formats in required duality. Maintain and development of central talent database. 
 
This position is also responsible for: 
 

 talents identification Bulgaria and abroad.  

 organization of all casting events with the objective base on the request to find the most exact or 
the highest number of fitting candidates. 

 possible talent preselection base on particular format, role specifications. 

 keeping of budget determinate for managed department. 

 maintain the relation of BTV with the talents in order to avoid “Leaking” to competition 

 contract the talents for all the projects (in house & External) and monitor the overview at any 
time 

 being on the shooting set when needed and possible 
 
Regardless of your education, we would appreciate your relevant experience and liaison you 
have with the local (BG) celebrities. Critical for the position are your ability to lead sensitive 
communication and to build flexible strategy for management of casting projects. We rely on 
your expertise in contracts management and coordination of stars engagements regarding BTV 
projects. It is important for us to receive your portfolio with successfully completed projects 
where you have been in a similar role. Very good English (written and verbal) is must. 
 

If you feel that you have what it takes to be our Casting Director, apply now at careers@btv.bg  

Please notice the position you are applying for! 
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